Numbers’Touch

1-4 players, ages 5+
Numbers’Touch by
Bring your family back together!
Test your math skills with Numbers’Touch, an educational game to help children practice their basics in addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. An equation is shown on screen with 3 variables, such as 8 X 2 = __ . The background will be filled
with numbered tiles, some representing the correct answer and others will be incorrect. Players must drag a correct tile to
their stack so that the equation is true, before time is up. The position of the blank in the equations will shift to keep
gameplay varied. The player with the highest ending score wins!

How to Play
Numbers’Touch begins by selecting the number of
players, one to four. The corresponding number of
players will each receive an equation box on their
side of the game board.

The game will begin when an equation is launched
in the center of the screen, as well as a smaller
version of the equation on each player’s board.

The background of the game will be populated with
various numbered tiles, some of which will be the
equation’s correct answer, the others will not. The
object is for players to correctly answer the
equation is as little time as possible.

How to Play (Continued)
Tiles are moved by dragging them from the background
to the appropriate answer spot in the equation box.

Once a tile is placed in the answer spot, it cannot be
changed. If the answer is correct, the player’s box will
display a winning message.

If the answer is incorrect, the box will show a losing
message. If one player answers incorrectly, the
remaining players can continue playing until someone
has answered the equation correctly.

As soon as one person answers the question correctly,
the round ends and the next turn will begin.

Players have 45 seconds to solve the equation. Time is
displayed on each player’s equation box. If no player is
able to win the round, a Time’s Up message will appear
in each player’s box and the next round will begin.

How to Play (Continued)

Score

The position of the answer changes from question to
question for more varied gameplay.

Each correct answer will gain one point. Each player’s
individual score is presented on their equation box.

The game does not have a specific ending time, so
players may choose to end when a certain score is
reached, and whoever finishes first is the winner!

The game may be exited at any time through the
Options menu.

Timer

Customer support
Customer satisfaction is our number one priority at AFTER-MOUSE.COM. If you are having any technical
issues with this game, please contact our customer support.
We will have a team member respond to your inquiry as soon as possible!

By email at support-games@after-mouse.com
On our website at http://www.after-mouse.com/support/upload/
Thanks for playing!

Frequently asked questions
What are the system requirements to run Numbers’Touch?
Numbers’Touch requires a multi-touch device, Dual Core Processor with 2 GB minimum memory, 4 GB
recommended memory for optimal speed. Full HD resolution is also recommended for best performance.
What is the recommended age for Numbers’Touch?
Numbers’Touch is suitable for children of any age learning basic mathematics.
I accidentally dragged the wrong number into the answer spot. How can I fix this?
Once a tile has been placed in the answer slot, it cannot be changed. An incorrect answer means you lose
for the current round and must wait for the next round to participate again.
Why are some questions harder than others?
The equations are randomly generated from a set of numbers and the four actions: addition, multiplication,
subtraction, and division. The place of the blank changes from question to question, and some questions
will be more or less difficult than others, which keeps the gameplay varied.
How are scores calculated?
Each correct answer will gain one point.
How long does the game take?
The game does not have a specific end time. The computer will continue creating equations until you
decide to finish the game, by selecting Quit from the Options menu.
How do I win the game?
If you are playing against others, you can choose the player with the highest score as the winner when you
end the game. If you are playing alone, remember your best score and try to beat it next time!
How do I quit Numbers’Touch?
Touching the hand icon in the corner will launch the option menu, where you can quit, view instructions, or
begin a new game with however many players you’d like to select.

